Use a full page of your book for each of these activities. You only need a normal pencil for these activities but feel free to use other things too such as a pen or crayons if you have any.

**Activity 1 - Portraits**

Draw a detailed portrait of someone in your family. Include all their features for example their eyes, forehead, eyebrows, chin, eyes, cheeks, lips, ears, nose and mouth. Don’t worry if you don’t get an exact likeness. Try to include shading from dark to light. Look carefully to see where shadows form.

**Activity 2 - Cityscapes**

Draw a view from a window in your house. Include everything you can see. Focus on shapes, lines, shadows, the sky, the ground and everything in between! Focus on shapes you can see along on the skyline. Only draw what you can see. This picture is called a cityscape.

**Activity 3 - The Power of Patterns**

Divide a page into 4 sections. Find some patterns in your home to draw into each box. You could look in unusual places, cupboard handles, carpets, creases in curtains, patterns on material. Have a good look around! Think about how shapes join and overlap. Notice how shapes repeat and rotate.

**Activity 4 - Abstract Art**

Use your imagination to create a fun abstract picture in the style of the abstract artist Wassily Kandinsky. Abstract means that they picture is only made of shapes, lines and forms. You may wish to copy his ideas or use your own. Think about using triangles, crescent moons, diamonds, rectangles, swirls, and any of your own ideas!

**Activity 5 - Textile Mola Designs**

Draw an example of a South American textile mola as shown below in the last box. Choose any animal of your choice to draw in the middle and then decorate with repeated lines, arrows, nature motifs, and ideas of your own. For more ideas online google Kuna Indian Mola designs

Remember, you have your own unique style of drawing!